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ABSTRACT: Using computational modeling, we design a
microscopic swimmer made of a bilayered responsive hydrogel
capable of swimming in a viscous fluid when actuated by a
periodically applied stimulus. The gel has an X-shaped
geometry and two bonded layers, one of which is responsive
to environmental changes and the other which is passive.
When the stimulus is turned on, the responsive layer swells
and causes the swimmer to deform. We demonstrate that
when such stimulus-induced deformations occur periodically the gel swimmer effectively propels forward through the fluid. We
show that the swimming speed depends on the relative stiffness of the two gel layers composing the swimmer, and we determine
the optimal stiffness ratio that maximizes the swimming speed.

As robotic swimmers become ever smaller and approach the
microscale realm, researchers have developed a variety of

clever methods to generate propulsion of miniature objects
submerged in an aqueous solution. Such microscale swimmers
could use biocatalytic propulsors, biomimetic nanowires that
beat like synthetic flagella, responsive soft materials, and other
approaches to propel themselves through a viscous fluid.1−9

Further advances in microswimmer development could yield
highly maneuverable and controllable robots that can be
targeted to specific locations and autonomously perform
complex tasks10−13 and therefore can be effectively utilized in
such applications as drug delivery, biosensing, micromanufac-
turing, and microsurgery.14−19

A critical requirement of synthetic microswimmers is their
ability to generate self-propelling motion in a fluid environment
dominated by viscous forces without using complex mechanical
machinery employed by larger macroscopic swimming devices.
In this respect, soft responsive hydrogels that are typically
biocompatible are especially attractive for designing active
microscopic devices. Responsive hydrogels can generate a large
amplitude mechanical motion controlled by chemical reac-
tions20,21 or in response to various external environmental
changes22,23 that include changes in temperature, pH, electric
and magnetic fields, and light.24−27 In other words, the motion
of hydrogel swimmers can be directly controlled by changing
their environment. The response time of hydrogels depends on
the diffusion rate of the solvent into the swelling gel network
and is proportional to the squared size of the network. Thus,
micrometer-sized gels can exhibit response times on the order
of seconds28,29 and even faster,30,31 similar to fast switching
liquid-crystal elastomers,32,33 which makes these materials
suitable for applications requiring rapid periodical actuation.
In our study, we use computational modeling to design an

efficient autonomous microswimmer that is actuated using a
responsive hydrogel and features a simple, easy-to-implement

design. Our simulations show that an on/off periodic
application of an external stimulus on the gel swimmer can
lead to a rapid self-propelled motion caused by periodic
swimmer deformations. More specifically, our gel micro-
swimmer is made of a bifacial hydrogel sheet consisting of
two thin gel layers that are bonded together. One layer with
thickness dR swells in response to an external stimulus, whereas
the second layer is nonresponsive and has a thickness dP
(Figure 1a). Except for stimuli sensitivity, both layers are
characterized by identical material properties.
When the bilayered Janus-like gel sheet is exposed to an

appropriate stimulus, the initially flat and stress-free material
undergoes simultaneous expansion and bending. The respon-
sive layer expands, effectively increasing the lateral size of the
gel sheet. At the same time, a mismatch between stresses
develops in the responsive and passive layers, resulting in an
internal bending moment. The bilayered gel sheet thus bends
out-of-plane to equilibrate these stresses.
As presented in Figure 1b, we adopt an X-shaped geometry

for the gel swimmer with equal height and width dimensions,
represented by body length L. With this configuration, four
swimmer arms bend toward the swimmer center when a
stimulus is imposed. Upon removal of the external stimulus the
swimmer straightens back to the original configuration,
assuming its initially flat shape. As we show below, this simple
microswimmer made of bifacial hydrogel can effectively self-
propel in a highly viscous fluid environment when actuated by a
periodically applied external stimulus.
We model the responsive polymer gel as a network of

interconnected elastic filaments.34,35 To investigate the hydro-
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dynamics of this gel swimmer in a viscous Newtonian solvent,
we employ dissipative particle dynamics (DPD).36−38 Briefly,
DPD is a coarse-grained technique in which clusters of
molecules are represented by beads that interact via “soft”
pairwise potentials. The use of soft potentials makes it possible
to simulate dynamics of polymeric systems on relatively large
time and space scales. Moreover, the pairwise potentials are
momentum conservative thereby allowing for hydrodynamic
simulations with even a relatively small number of beads. The
details of our computational methodology can be found in the
Supporting Information.
In our simulations we actuate the swimmer by applying an

external stimulus with a period T. The stimulus is applied
during the first half of the period and is turned off during the
latter half. As a result, the swimmer exhibits periodical shape
changes as illustrated in Figure 1d. When the stimulus is
applied at t = 0 and the responsive layer swells, the swimmer
rapidly expands by increasing the length of the arms. The
swimmer expansion is complemented by a slow bending of the
arms, which continues until the swimmer equilibrates at the
bended state. After that, the shape remains unchanged until the
stimulus is removed at t = 0.5T. From this time until the end of
the period, the responsive layer deswells, and the swimmer
recovers its initial flat shape. This recovery process includes
rapid contraction of the arms complemented by their relatively
slow straightening. This sequence of geometrical shape changes
repeats after the stimulus cycle is reapplied and leads to a
forward motion of the swimmer.

To characterize the forward motion of our gel swimmer in a
viscous fluid, we tracked the position of the swimmer’s center
of mass as it moved. Figure 2a shows this position in the

direction of the swimmer motion as a function of time. In this
figure we normalized the swimmer’s displacement x by the
initial body length L and the time by the swelling period T. We
find that the swimmer can rapidly propel itself forward in the
positive x direction. Analysis of the swimmer’s trajectory
indicates that the swimmer swelling and deswelling produce,
respectively, forward and backward strokes. When the stimulus
is applied and the gel swells, the center of mass moves forward
until the swimmer equilibrates at a new position. Gel deswelling
associated with stimulus removal causes the center of mass to
move backward. During the backward stroke, however, the
swimmer’s displacement is smaller than during the forward
stroke, thereby yielding a net forward displacement of the
swimmer’s body over one period.
We find that the swimmer moves forward faster when the

swelling ratio of the responsive gel layer ε = Vs/Vc is increased
(Figure 2a). Here, Vc and Vs are, respectively, the volumes of an
unconstrained responsive gel before and after the stimulus is
applied. A larger swelling ratio amplifies the swimmer’s
deformation and therefore leads to faster swimming. In
addition to the swelling ratio, the motion of our simple X-
shaped gel microswimmer is defined by the relative elasticity of
the passive and responsive layers. In our simulations we change
the thickness of the passive gel layer dP while keeping constant
the thickness of the responsive layer dR. Since the stiffness of
individual network filaments in both gel layers is identical,

Figure 1. Microswimmer made of a bifaced hydrogel. (a) The gel
swimmer has two layers: a responsive layer (green) and passive layer
(gray) with thicknesses dR and dP, respectively. The responsive layer
swells and expands when an appropriate external stimulus is applied.
(b) Front view of the X-shaped gel swimmer. The swimmer body has
length L, and its arms have width b. (c) The swimmer expands and
bends in response to an external stimulus. Its deformation is
characterized by curvature κ and arc length s. (d) Simulation snapshots
of the microswimmer during one period of its motion. The swimmer
propels in the positive x direction. The dotted lines indicate the initial
x position of the swimmer’s center of mass (solid circle) at t = 0. When
the stimulus is applied at t = 0 the swimmer expands and bends. When
the stimulus is removed at t = 0.5T, the swimmer contracts and
straightens to its original configuration.

Figure 2. (a) Center of mass position vs period for different swelling
ratios of the swimmer’s responsive gel layer. Colored background
indicates the portion of time when the stimulus is on. During one
period, the swimmer undergoes bending and expansion, moving
forward after the stimulus application. Upon stimulus removal, the
swimmer undergoes contraction and straightening and moves
backward a shorter distance. The result is a net forward displacement.
(b) Swimming velocity V as a function of thickness ratio R = dP/dR.
Error bars indicate standard deviation from the average value. The
optimal thickness ratio RV = 1.4 leading to the fastest swimming speed
is indicated by the vertical dashed line.
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changing dP allows us to alter the stiffness ratio between the
two layers.
The average propulsion velocity of the swimmer is

summarized in Figure 2b where the velocity V, normalized by
L/T, is shown as a function of the swimmer’s thickness ratio R
= dP/dR for three selected values of ε. Here, we find that
increasing ε systematically increases the swimmer’s velocity.
However, the dependence on the thickness ratio R is not
monotonic. The velocity decreases when the thickness of the
passive layer is either too small or too large and is maximized
for all values of ε when the thickness ratio is about 1.4. The
velocity maximum is most pronounced for the larger swelling
ratio ε = 6, in which case it is equal to 0.22 body lengths per
period. In other words, this swimmer travels a distance equal to
its body length in only about four stimulus cycles. Such a fast
propulsion speed is quite remarkable for microscopic systems
moving in a highly viscous fluid. In fact, this swimming speed is
comparable to that of E. coli, which uses about four to five
beating cycles to move one body length.39

Due to its small size, the dynamics of the swimmer is
dominated by viscous forces. In this case, a time irreversible
stroke is required to propel forward.40 To examine the physics
governing the microswimmer motion in its inertialess environ-
ment, we introduce two parameters that characterize the
swimmer shape (see Figure 1c). Specifically, we use the arc
length s that represents the extent of the swimmer arms and the
swimmer curvature κ that characterizes the magnitude of
bending. Figure 3a shows how these parameters (normalized by

the initial length L of the swimmer) change in time when the
gel swimmer undergoes periodic swelling and deswelling. When
the stimulus is applied, the gel swimmer expands laterally and
bends as indicated by the increasing values of the arc length s
and curvature κ. Upon deswelling of the responsive layer, the
arm length decreases, and the swimmer straightens to nearly
zero curvature. In our simulations, we set the stimulus
application period T to be much longer than the swelling

time. For the conditions in Figure 3, the changes in s and κ
occur within about 5% of T immediately after the stimulus is
applied or removed, whereas during the rest of the actuation
cycle, s and κ remain nearly constant, showing slight changes
induced by thermal fluctuations.
Figure 3b and 3c shows the evolution of s and κ at moments

when the stimulus state is changed. The figures indicate that
changes of the swimmer’s arc length occur substantially faster
than changes of the swimmer’s curvature. Thus, the swimmer
motion can be approximated by four sequential steps. When
the stimulus is applied, the swimmer first extends the arms and
then bends. After the stimulus is removed, the arms contract
and then straighten. As a consequence of this cyclic motion, the
swimmer’s arm length is greater during bending (forward
stroke) than during straightening (backward stroke), thus
yielding the required time-irreversible motion. In other words,
the mismatch in time scales associated with swimmer stretching
and bending allows the bilayered swimmer to move forward
throughout a highly viscous environment.
The bending and stretching time scales, tb and te, can be

estimated using a scaling analysis of the swimmer motion
whose details are presented in the Supporting Information. The
scaling indicates that (te/tb) ∼ (Ce/Cb)[(8(1 + Rε−1/3)3)/
(3Rε−1/3)](dR/L)

2. Thus, the time ratio depends on the ratio of
the drag coefficients for swimmer extension and bending Ce/Cb
∼ 0.5,41 the swimmer aspect ratio dR/L that is defined by the
swimmer geometry, and Rε−1/3, the thickness ratio of the
swollen swimmer. Note that there is no dependence on
material properties other than the swelling ratio ε. Time-
irreversible motion emerges when te/tb ≪ 1 in which case the
aspect ratio dR/L should be small and the swollen thickness
ratio Rε−1/3 should be about 0.5. Furthermore, our scaling
analysis predicts the swimmer length in the swollen state as
smax/L ∼ (ε1/3 + R)/(1 + R) and maximum curvature κmaxL ∼
[(6R(1 − ε−1/3))/(ε1/3(1 + Rε−1/3))](L/dR).
In Figure 4, we plot the magnitudes of the maximum extent

of swimmer stretching smax and bending κmax in one swimming

cycle obtained in our simulations and compare them to the
predictions of the scaling model. The simulations and the
model yield similar trends. In particular, the maximum
swimmer extension smax steadily decreases with increasing R.
Moreover, when R increases, the swollen length ratio decreases
and approaches unity, meaning that the swimmer with large R
is unable to expand due to larger resistance of the passive layer.

Figure 3. Swimmer deformation due to periodic application of the
stimulus. Colored background indicates portion of time when stimulus
is on. (a) Arc length and curvature vs time for the microswimmer with
R = 1.5 and ε = 6. The arc length and curvature rapidly increase to a
new equilibrium state after the stimulus is applied and then revert back
to their original states upon stimulus removal. The time scale
difference between rates of change in arc length and curvature is
illustrated during (b) swelling and (c) deswelling. In both cases,
changes in arc length occur more quickly than that of curvature. This
results in a time-irreversible motion that yields propulsion in a highly
viscous environment.

Figure 4.Maximum curvature, maximum arc length, and ratio between
expansion and bending times (inset) as a function of thickness ratio.
Dark lines indicate corresponding scaling arguments. Simulation data
exhibit the same trends as predicted by scaling. The maximum
swimming speed occurs in the range of thickness ratios for which the
curvature is maximized, whereas the time ratio is minimized.
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The scaling model predicts a maximum for κmax, which appears
in the simulations as a plateau between R = 1 and R = 2. When
R is either larger or smaller, the curvature decreases indicating
that the swimmer does not bend. Indeed, for small R, the thin
passive layer is unable to resist the expansion, generating a weak
internal bending moment. For large R, the thick passive layer
suppresses the bending of the swimmer. Furthermore, we find
that the scaling model and simulations predict that the ratio of
time scales between stretching and bending, te/tb, has a
minimum at R ∼ 1 (see the inset in Figure 4).
By comparing Figures 2b and 4, we notice that RV

characterizing the fastest swimmer propulsion lies nearly in
the middle of the range where the swimmer curvature is
maximized. This result indicates that the increased swimmer
bending enhances the swimmer’s velocity because in this case
the swimmer’s forward stroke can displace fluid farther. In
addition to bending, the swimming speed is enhanced by larger
arm extension between the forward and backward strokes. The
amount of this extension, Δs = smax − L, is proportional to the
net amount of solvent displaced during the swimmer stroke.
However, without sufficient bending a greater Δs does not
result in faster swimming. Indeed, for small R the velocity drops
due to the lack of bending as indicated by a reduced κmax. Thus,
the fastest swimmer is achieved with an optimal combination of
arc length and curvature changes in which neither parameter is
too small.
One of the major advantages of our swimmer is that it can be

experimentally implemented using a variety of bilayered
polymeric materials. In fact, bilayered swimmers could have
different shapes, elasticity of layers, and stimuli-induced
responsiveness provided that they yield relatively large
magnitudes of stretching and bending deformations. The time
ratio of these deformations must be relatively small, and the
velocity must satisfy the low-Reynolds number hydrodynamics.
In other words, our swimmer design allows for a variety of
experimental realizations that could involve a broad class of
polymeric materials. Indeed, ongoing developments in design-
ing actuating bilayered responsive gels offer a number of
materials that demonstrate large amplitude deformation
response to external stimuli7,32,33,42−47 that could be potentially
used to build our gel swimmer. Furthermore, several groups
have successfully demonstrated ground locomotion (“walkers”
or “jumpers”) using responsive gels, further emphasizing the
utility of these materials in soft robotic applications.7,22,42,48 We
note that the systems in these studies are on the order of
hundreds of microns, a relatively large scale, whereas our gel
swimmer design is directly applicable to micrometer-sized and
even smaller systems. Recent progress in synthesizing bilayered
gels shows promise in downscaling such responsive materials to
micrometer and nanometer scales.49 For example, recombinant
DNA (rDNA) technology is a promising method that can be
utilized to synthesize micrometer sized gels with accurately
controlled molecular architecture. Through this approach
researchers were able to generate film assemblies as thin as
100 nm.50

In summary, we used computer simulations to design a self-
propelling gel microswimmer actuated by a periodically applied
external stimulus that can move unidirectionally in a fluid
environment dominated by viscous forces. Our simple swimmer
establishes design principles for developing more sophisticated
swimmers that can be enriched with additional functions and
capabilities. For example, adding extra responsive sections may
be employed for directing the swimmer in three dimensions

and controlling its turning.10 Using binding molecules at the
front, our swimmer could be potentially used for uploading and
transporting different microscopic cargo.51 Finally, since
external stimuli can simultaneously actuate multiple independ-
ent gel swimmers, a swarm of such microscopic devices could
be harnessed to accomplish tasks that are unachievable for a
single microswimmer. Future computational studies and
experiments are therefore needed to explore these exciting
research paths.
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